




Our History

QUALITY

EXPERTISE

COMPETENCE

COOPERATION

RELIABILITY

SERVICE

Cagnasso s.r.l. works in the mechanical
engineering sector since 1964 and represents
an important institution in the area of on 
drawing bolts and nuts. 

What makes us different are our technical
skills, our constant contact with the market
and our given attention to its needs, our
respect of timelines and punctuality on 
deliveries, our use of avant-guarde
softwares and technologies. 



The DETER BOLT Free screw stems from the perception of the solar and 
photovoltaic market’s need of an effective solution for their fastening and their
security today, while ensuring the possibility to perform a regular maintenance
tomorrow.

According to Marss, the value of
stolen panels in Italy in 2008 
amounts to 100 milions of
euros. In 2007, value was
around 40 milions. According to
Enea, on the other side, the 
world total theft has been
estimated at 5-7% of the whole
sector sales. 

Today, most of the insurance companies cover the risks associated to act of
third parties (vandalism and theft) only when it has been installed a security 
system. 
Often banks require the signature of an insurance policy to grant fundings for
photovoltaic systems.
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Power plant 3 kWp 20kWp 100 kWp 1000kWp
Average number of Panels 17 108 541 5.406

Engraving on the final cost in%

MATERIAL COSTS 62%            67% 70% 72%
Moduls 54% 58% 60% 65%
Inverter 8% 9% 10% 7%

Structure 8% 9% 8% 9%
Electric material 1% 1% 1% 1%

LABOUR COSTS 20% 17% 14% 12%
Monting 10%                9%              7% 6%
Project and implementation 5% 4% 3% 3%
Practices management 2% 1% 1% 1%
Documentation, decl. conformity 1% 1% 1% 1%
Practices management GSE 2% 2% 2% 1%
OTHER COSTS 5% 3% 4% 3%
PERCENTAGE COSTS 5% 3% 3% 3%

Average Cost per kWp € 5.000 € 5.000 € 4.000 € 3.000
average cost per kWp is inversely proportional to the size of the plant: the higher is its size, the more you dilute the costs of design and 
installation.

Total Cost of plant € 15.000 € 100.000 € 400.000 € 3.000.000
VAT 10% € 1.500 € 10.000  € 40.000       € 300.000
Final Cost € 16.500 € 110.000 € 440.000      € 3.300.000

GROSS number of screws needed to fasten the panels

3 kWp 20kWp 100 kWp 1000kWp
40 250 1.200 12.000

Some Calculations

EFFICIENCY

Please note:
In general, the distribution of the various cost depends on the power  of the plant: the smaller  the plant greater the 
weight of services (installation and design) and smaller that of the modules, the larger the plant greater the weight 
of modules.



Average investment needed for 500 screws

DETER BOLT Free

Normal

€ 80

Antitheft
€ 100/500 € 400

Small Energy Plants

Easy assembly

Maintenance

NO protection = > costs for
damages and theft

Easy assembly = > product costs
Difficult assembly = > labour costs

Protection

NO maintenance = > structures and 
montage systems costs (they have to be
tampered to work on or change panels)



Real protection of plants against
theft and so of the whole
investment.

Main Benefits

Possibility to perform regular 
maintenance or replacement of
panels. 

It’s true, this means that the end user will have to invest a 0.2%, but the DETER 
BOLT systems is not only an effective security system, but also and moreover
an element of EFFICIENCY for the entire plant…

WHY’?!?!

TODAY TOMORROW

Easy assembly given by the use
of normal screwdrivers.

Decrease of the assembling
time schedule compared to
common anti-theft systems on the 
market. 

Reduction of annual
maintenance costs (tipically
around 1.5% of the whole
investment).

No need to tamper the mounting
structures.

Reduction of extraordinary
maintenance costs (tipically
valued around the 10% of the entire
plant every 10/15 years)



Offer to YOUR customer a real
protection of his investment.

Main Inherent Benefits

Possibility to offer to YOUR clients
a post-selling service contract, as
you will keep the wrenches under 
your responsability.

AND WHAT BENEFITS WOULD WE HAVE, AS WE ARE NOT THE 
FINAL USERS?

TODAY TOMORROW

Easy assembly, no need to use
washers or spheres (smaller
objects are not indicated for big 
hands).

Considerable savings on 
assembling time, which results in a 
significant reduction of labour
costs.

Easy management of YOUR 
prices to customers when buying
bigger quantities of items.





The thread is a standard 
M8 with different lengths:

Standard range from 20 
mm to 50 mm with 5 
mm difference, fully
threaded.

There is no intent to
produce a special range of
screws upon request for
measures outside the 
standard range.

Material
Stainless steel 

AISI 304 cold forged.

The head of the screw
uses the designed

and patented sperical
shape with special

carvings on it, which
do not allow any

unscrewing, if not
with its special wrench.

The flange bottom of the screw
was produced with a specially
designed knurled to increase the 
torque on the surface and to
avoid, therefore, the use of
washers or other elements, 
cancelling out the 
screw+washer assembly
costs and time.

The DETER BOLT screw is easily
inserted in the omega or zeta 

bracket. 

DETER BOLT FREE screw
The System



Property distribution
in order to ensure
flexibility of use.

The importance and effectiveness of the DETER BOLT system is given by the use of
special wrenches for screwing and unscrewing. 

The illegal reproduction of the 
wrenches requires significant

investements, as if not produced
with high quality materials and 

clearly defined specifications and if
not perfectly identical in its shape, 
no one will be able to unfasten any

bolt. 
Material   50CrV4 tempered to

Hrc 38-45 coated ZINTEK 200A

CAUTION
Operator MUST put the DETER BOLT wrench in parallel onto the screw’s head, head 
them with an adjustable clutch screwdriver not in motion, then screw or unscrew.

BUT IT’S EASY 
TO COPY!

DETER BOLT FREE wrench
The System



Certifications

“Manufacture design and 
management of special fasteners

and turning. 

Marketing of unified and special
fasteners”.
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